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So you want to make a KDE video... [2]

KDE is running a competition in search of the next great promotional video for KDE's Plasma
desktop and KDE's applications.
The prizes are two fantastic TUXEDO computers, one per category, which will undoubtedly
boost your film rendering capacity. There are also 12 goodie packages for runner-ups, and
who doesn't need more Linux shirts, caps and stickers?
Although we have already received some interesting entries, we feel it may be time to help
video artists out there with ideas from the judges themselves.
Below, Julian Schraner, Ivana Isadora Dev?i?, and Paul Brown from the Promo team and
Farid Abdelnour from the Kdenlive team give their views on what a KDE promotional video
should look like, where to find resources, and which pitfalls may hurt your film if you fall for
them.

Learning about our users [3]

In a product like Plasma, knowing the kind of things our existing users care about and use
sheds light on what needs polishing or improving. At the moment, the input we have is either
the one from the loudest most involved people or outright bug reports, which lead to a
confirmation bias.
What do our users like about Plasma? On which hardware do people use Plasma? Are we
testing Plasma on the same kind of hardware Plasma is being used for?
Some time ago, Volker Krause started up the KUserFeedback framework with two main
features. First, allowing to send information about application?s usage depending on certain

users? preferences and include mechanisms to ask users for feedback explicitly. This has been
deployed into several products already, like GammaRay and Qt Creator, but we never adopted
it in KDE software.
The first step has been to allow our users to tune how much information Plasma products
should be telling KDE about the systems they run on.

[KDE] Itinerary extraction in Nextcloud Hub [4]

Nextcloud announced their latest release and among the many new features is itinerary
extraction from emails. That?s using KDE?s extraction engine, the same that powers similar
features in KMail as well.
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